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For the product you find easy to use, describe or 

answer the following (each in a few sentences): 

• What is the product? 

Ans:- My product is from Google’s side, as google has tens of 

products the easiest product to use is that of their search engine. 

• What task does the product perform? 

Ans:- It is used to search about everything that can be related to 

our daily lives if that is regarding studies, suggestions, or you 

want to know about whatever you want to have knowledge 

about.You can also search phrases in Google’s search engine. 

• Present one way in which this product is easy for you to 

use. 

Ans:-It is simple for me to use because you just have to open 

browser type www.google.com.There will be a box under the logo 

of google just type your keyword and press enter.You will have all 

your possible searches and articles about that topic.If you type 

your word with the wrong spellings it will automatically correct it. 

• How would someone else find this product difficult to 

use? 

Ans:- Probably everyone will find it easy except those who have 

not been used to the internet or browser. 

• How could this difficulty be resolved? 

Ans:- Just by giving them a training for some minutes, a weak 

learner can learn it in less than Five (05) minutes. 

 

 



For the product you find difficult to use, describe or 

answer the following (each in a few sentences): 

• What is the product? 

Ans:- OMEGA 12V inverter. 

• What task does the product perform? 

Ans:- t has dual functionalities that can be used as an inverter and 

also can be connected with a solar panel. 

Simulated sine wave inverter. 

Sensitivity Selector. 

10A/ 20A standard charging current. 

Smart protection (Overload/ Over Temperature/ Short Circuit). 

Mosfet base Reverse polarity Protection. 

Adjustable Battery charging values. 

• Present one way in which this product is difficult for you 

to use 

Ans:- 1. When our electricity went out it started giving me an error 

(ERROR 2), I picked up its manual and started reading it to 

resolve the issue or troubleshoot it. Unfortunately there was 

nothing  mentioned about the errors.  

2. I wanted to quickly charge my battery as it has one of the 

features its setting was too complicated to use and I left it as it is. 

• How could this difficulty be resolved? 

Ans:- According to my opinion they should explore and bring more 

details in their user manual. 

 



• How would someone else find this product easy to use? 

Ans:- Except technical persons who deal with this sort of stuff in 

their daily lives will easily deal with this product. if it comes to 

normal users then it is suggested to bring more details in the user 

manual. 

SIC FEATURES 

Teacher Upload Lecture, Assignment And Paper On Sic. 

Student Download Lecture, Assignment And Paper  

And also check their result,register their subjects and download 

books from e-library. 

Students should check their timetable and class discussion. 

Feedback option is given for user to give feedback. 

One thing is missing from Sic is the attendence of the student. 


